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1. An integral part of the International Development Strategy for the Third

United Nations Development Decade is the process of review and appraisal of

progress made towards achieving the goals and objectives for the Decade and of

the factors which account for shortfalls. At the regional level, the regional

commissions are called upon to conduct the review and appraisal in their re-

4 spective regions.

2. During the first four years of the decade, performance in the African re

gion was far below the objectives and targets of the strategy. Real regional

outnut did not grow at all on average in 1981-1934, remaining practically stagnant.

The region therefore not only failed to meet the objective of a growth in output

of 7 per cent, it suffered its most serious recession on record. In per capita

terms, the less in output was 10 per cent relative to _1080» The external position

of the region deteriorated sharply with the overall current account deficit

reaching an all time high of US$27.7 billion in 1982 and remaining at $23.6 bil

lion or 38.9 per cent of the total value of exports in 1983. the total estimated

external debt-of the region was US$108 billion at the end of 1982 with the debt

service burden accounting for 22 Per cent of the exports of goods and services.

3*' External factors were particularly prominent causes of this bleak economic

picture. The contraction of economic activity in the industrialized countries,
particularly the OECD countries, drastically cut into the demand for primary

commodities of export interest to African countries^ The oil-exporting African

countries were particularly hard hit when industrialized countries, because of the

recession and because of technological innovations which enabled lower energy con

sumption per unit of outout, cut their demand for oil significantly. There was

thus an oversupply of oil in the world market which created a downward pressure

on oil prices. Lower oil production in OPEC member countries could not there

fore be compensated by price increases. In the case of African oil-exporting ;
countries there was a drastic tall in export revenues, the values of their ex- .
ports declining bv 33.2 per cent over 1980-1984. This explains to a large ex- ,.

tent the poor overall performance of the region since oil-exporting countries

contribute some 49 Per cent of total developing Africa's GDP. In the non-oil-

exporting countries, the fall in demand in the industrialized countries depressed

the prices of traditional exports such as coffee and cocoa. The resultant loss

in export revenues coupled with a sluggish agricultural sector led to a marked

reduction in growth from the 1979-1980 average of 4 per cent to less than 2.8 per
cent in 1980-1984.

4. Under these circumstances the objectives of the International Development

Strategy in respect of export and imports, that the former should expand by

7.5 per cent a year and the latter by 8 per cent, were far from being realized.

In real terms, African exports contracted by 21.5 per cent in 1981, by 6.2 per

cent in 1982 and 1984 exports of goods and services were 9.4 per cent less than ■
in 1980. The total value of imports increased in 1981 but because of declining

export revenues and the tightening of the financial situation, most governments

adopted import restriction measures so that the volume of imports of goods and.',-...:1-i
services declined continuously in real terms and were in 1984, 16.7 per cent
less than in 1980. ''"!.;,
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5. The strategy stipulates that for production to increase in the developing 'j
countries gross investment should reach the level of about 28 per cent of GDP ■
by 1990 while gross domestic savings should be increased to reach about 24 per
cent of GDP. Those countries that have a saving ratio■of less than 18 per cent
should make rigorous efforts to raise it to 20 per cent as early as possible.
The tendency during the first years of the decade has been for the marginal
propensity to consume to rise which frustrated saving efforts. Savings as a

proportion of GDP fell slightly from 27.5 per cent in 1980 to 25.3 per cent in

1984. The greatest saving effort was made by the oil-exporting countries;
34.9 per cent of GDP against 16.8 per cent for the group of non-oil-exporting .
countries and 10.0 per cent for the least developed countries in 1981.

6. In general budgetary constraints were at the root of this modest saving
efforts. Government expenditures rose at a faster rate than revenues as social
pressures, particularly the need to provide social services below cost to the

relatively poor parts of the population weighed on most governments.

7. Overall investment as a proportion of GDP increased in the beginning of the
decade, but fell afterwards in 1984 to 20.2 per cent, 18.5 r>er cent and 12.8 per<
cent respectively of the GDP of the oil-exporting, non-oil-exporting and the : ;
least developed countries of Africa. Much of the investment effortrcane how

ever from public enterprises as government capital expenditure as a proportion
of GDP declined from per cent in 1980 to 12*9 per cent in 1981.

8. Though the rate of investment was relatively high, the productivity of
investment left much room for improvement. Incremental capital output ratios

were not only high but were also rising steeply for all groups of countries re- ■■■

fleeting major declines in capacity utilization which in turn had resulted from '
factors such as the inappropriate distribution of investible resources, locational
problems, infrastructural gaps, poor planning, organization and control, inappro
priate technology, lack of adequate linkages and the failure to obtain imported *
inputs and spare parts because of a foreign exchange squeeze. ..

9. Agriculture is recognized as a key sector in the strategy with an average

annual rate of growth of 4 per cent:set for developing countries. At the regional
African level, the attainment of food self-sufficiency is strongly emphasized. :■--■
Experience in the first few years of the decade have been disappointing. The ECA
index of agricultural output based on value added fell by 0.2 per cent for the

region as a whole during 1981-1984, Performance was disappointing in all regions,
and value added in agriculture was practically every where lower in 1984 than in
1981. In the Sahel area, agricultural value added declined by an average 4 2 per
cent in 1981-1984. y ■ .

10. Drought and other natural factors affected African agriculture in the period
under review. However, of equal significance to the poor performance in the

sector have been the policies followed by governments. Producer prices have
been left at unrenumerative. levels for a number of years. Public agencies responsible
for price support have had only limited scope for improving marketing arrangement.
They suffer from political pressures, are overstaffed and lack skilled personnel. Most
<f them operate almost autonomously without strict financial control. Currency
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overvaluation and excessive taxation of agricultural exports have also dis

couraged agricultural production; so have manpower shortages, a general

lack of research facilities, poor infrastructure especially transport, be

wildering transport rules and regulations, tariff and non-tariff barriers and

the lack of commodity intelligence services and proper trading arrangements.

11. The industrial sector including energy, mining and manufacturing has

been through adifficult phase throughout 1981-1984. Tre'ri'ds'in energy produ

ction and consumption have been unfavourable. The glut in the world market for

oil did not favour oil exports. At the same time because of high prices for

petroleum productsP nbn»6il"producers have had to adopt measures to curtail

energy consumption.. There was a marked shift to the consumption of fuel wood

and other traditional sources of energy leading to sharp rises in the prices

of these also. The mining industry was hard hit by the recession in industrial-

ized countries. Mineral price's fell well below marginal costs of production in

many cases forcing widespread closures and the curtailment of production and

investment. Production fell by as much as 17*9 per cent in 1981. In the immediate

term a worrying element is the alarming gulf that has developed between the price

level required to sustain existing operations and that necessary to encourage

new primary development.

12. The strategy calls for the implementation of the Lima Declaration for the

manufacturing sectore A target of 9 per cent average annual rate of growth is

set. However, in 1981 andt 1982 the sector expanded by only 2.9 per cent and

3.2 per cent respectively , and for 1981-1984the growth rate is only 0.7 per cent.

Sharp, deterioration was evident in all the regions and countries and particularly

among the most industrialized countries. In oil-exporting countries, notably

the Libyan Arab Jamahiriya and Nigeria, the fall in oil revenues resulted in a '/'

fall in domestic demand and in a cutback on industrial investment. In other

countries shortage of imported inputs resulting partly, from deliberate policies

to curtail imports plagued the industrial sector. In yet some other countries,

Zaire, Ghana and the United Republic of Tanzania for example, the problems were

more deep seated and concerned the structure and management of the sector.

13. The need to develop the,transport and communications sector is recognized

in the strategy and adequate support is called for in the implementation of the

programme for the Transport and Communications Decade in Africa. The programme

is now in its second phase and overall progress in its implementation has been

good. Nevertheless certain specific problems which require urgent corrective

measures can already be discerned* National projects have fared much better than

regional and subregional ones as a result of the individual efforts made by each

country to secure funding for its national projectsc Co-operation among countries

in scheduling, establishing new routes, pooling arrangements, etc., leaves much

room to be desired* In a number of cases, African countries are carrying out

transport and communications projects which do not appear in the Programme there

by reducing national and foreign inputs into the programme.

14. The attainment of social progress is a primary objective of the international

community during the Third Development Decade. Africa's population is growing by

2.8 per cent on average per annum; a rate of 14 per cent higher than the average

for developing countries as a whole* The rate is associated with hijzh dependency

ratios, growing unemployment, underemployment and mass poverty and a rapid rate

of urbanization with its attendant problems of housing shortages, Imnressive pro

gress is however being made in the provision of educational and health facilities

even though these remain grossly inadequate and unevely distributed.
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15. The least developed countries, for which the strategy calls for special
efforts to be made to enable them break from their-past and present situation
and bleak prospects, were mo$t adversely affected by the. recession in the world
economy. Overall development performance has been dismal. During the period
under review substantial efforts were made by the African least developed
countries to implement the Substantial New Programme of Action for the least
developed countries (SNPA). Planning capabilities were being strengthened
particularly with respect to the formulation of strategies and policies '> ;
corresponding to the priorities of the SNPA, However, at the donors1 level,
there has been little progress in the improvement of aid flows and aid
modalities,

16. Confronted at the domestic level by a widening savings investment gap,
a growing public sector deficit and at the external level by acute payments -
problems, African governments were generally preoccupied with measures to cor
rect internal and external disequilibrium and resume steady growth* Increas
ingly, the inflow of external resources depended on the acceptance of IMF/ !
World Bank adjustment programmes. Policy packages under these programmes in
cluded measures that were directed at both the monetary and productive sectors
of econpmies. Currency devaluation was a prominent policy instrument. Other
measures; included budgetary controls to reduce expenditure, the control of

credits, raising producers prices, reform of the management structures and pro
cedures in the public sector, etp. Particular attention was given to the agri
culture and industrial sectors with a shift towards allowing more play of market
forces. Ready-made formulas such as "import substitution" or "backward linkage
producing industries" were-:yielding to considerations of profitability. Basic
reforms were therefore being introduced providing, for instance, for better
pricing policies based on real, cost and giving: management more flexibility.

17, The period 1981-1984 represented a bad start for the attainment of the
objectives of the International Development Strategy. It would apnear that
further policy changes are necessary if modest progress is to be made towards
achieving these objectives during the rest of the Decade. In particular the
right incentives need to be given to producers and internal constraints to

development removed. The good will of the industrial countries to create the
environment and to live up to their commitment to the strategy is also most
essential. , ;




